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ABSTRACT 
 

Recent experiments on steel columns under multi-axis cyclic loading suggest that a steel column may experience 

appreciable axial shortening due to local buckling. Reconnaissance reports from recent earthquakes indicate that 

a number of embedded column base (ECB) connections in steel frame buildings were found to be lightly damaged 

although they are expected to remain elastic. As a result, the amount of inelastic damage concentrated in the 

respective steel columns was much less than it was expected to be. This paper investigates the influence of the 

ECB strength on the residual deformations of first story interior steel columns in steel moment resisting frames  

(MRFs) under multi-axial cyclic loading. The evaluation is conducted with rigorous finite element (FE) 

simulations. The developed FE model is able to simulate the pinching hysteretic behavior of typical ECBs. The 

parametric study involves two main cases. In the first one the ECB remains in elastic. In the second case the 

inelastic behavior is spread to the ECB and the steel column itself. The simulation results suggest that the resultant 

plastic deformation within the steel column is much smaller in the latter. The onset of column local buckling is 

delayed; therefore, the residual column axial shortening becomes fairly minimal. In particular, it is reduced by 

50% at lateral drift demands associated with low-probability of occurrence earthquakes.  

 

Keywords: Column base strength, Embedded column bases, Wide flange steel columns, Axial shortening, Residual 

deformations 

 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Residual deformations along the building height are likely to occur in the aftermath of an earthquake 
(Ramirez and Miranda 2012). They often control decisions on the potential demolition of steel frame 
buildings (Hwang and Lignos 2017a; b). Experiments on steel wide flange columns under multi-axial 
cyclic loading suggest that local and/or global geometric instabilities could cause cyclic strength 
degradation as well as column axial shortening (Elkady and Lignos 2018; Ozkula et al. 2017; Suzuki 
and Lignos 2015). It was also found that the column boundary conditions have a profound effect on the 
residual column axial shortening (Elkady and Lignos 2018). Although collapse may not be a problem 
in this case, the steel building would still be demolished due to vertical residual deformations. This is 
not currently addressed in building-specific loss-estimation methodologies (FEMA 2012a; b; Ramirez 
and Miranda 2012). 
Columns in mid- and high-rise steel moment-resisting frame (MRF) buildings are typically embedded 
into a reinforced concrete (RC) footing. Inelastic deformations are only expected to concentrate in the 
steel column and the RC footing should be essentially elastic. Although embedded column base (ECB) 
connections are idealized as ‘fixed’, past experiments on ECBs (Grilli et al. 2017; Nakashima and 
Igarashi 1986, 1987, Takeda and Takahashi 1980, 1982) revealed that they have an appreciable 
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flexibility mainly due to the elastic deformation of the concrete subject to bearing stress. Reconnaissance 
reports from past earthquakes (Clifton et al. 2011; MacRae et al. 2015) as well as full-scale collapse 
experiments (Lignos et al. 2013) indicate that column bases could often be damaged. However, partial 
yielding of ECBs during seismic events could improve the overall behavior of the steel MRF column-
RC footing system. Parametric studies with flexible but elastic ECB connections confirmed these 
observations (Inamasu et al. 2017). 
This paper investigates the influence of the ECB connection strength on typical first story steel MRF 
interior columns. The emphasis in this case is on the overall column stability and in particular on the 
residual column axial shortening. The evaluation is carried out through rigorous nonlinear finite element 
(FE) simulations. A continuum FE model validated with full-scale tests on steel columns embedded into 
RC footings is employed for this purpose. The ECB strength effect on the overall column stability is 
evaluated through variations of the maximum ECB strength with respect to the maximum strength of 
the respective steel column. 
 
 
2. HYSTERETIC RESPONSE OF EMBEDDED COLUMN BASE CONNECTIONS 
 
Prior experimental work on ECB connections suggests that their flexural resistance is determined by the 
ultimate bearing stress of the concrete surrounding the embedded steel column. The primary failure 
modes of ECB connections are categorized as follows: (1) crushing of the concrete due to the bearing 
ultimate stress; (2) uplift of the cone of the concrete; (3) edge shear failure of the concrete; and (4) 
yielding of the reinforcement bars (Akiyama et al. 1984; Grilli et al. 2017; Morita et al. 1985; Tsujioka 
et al. 1989). The first failure mode is considered in the current seismic design codes (AIJ 2012; AISC 
2016). The European seismic provisions do not currently consider explicit design recommendations for 
ECB connections. When the concrete crushes due to the bearing ultimate stress, the ECB connection 
exhibits a pinching-dominated hysteretic behavior. Referring to Fig. 1, the black dashed line shows a 
typical hysteretic behavior of an ECB connection with pinching-dominated behavior. 
 

  
 

Figure 1. Example of typical ECB connection [test data from the specimen #3 in Grilli et al. 
(2017)]: (a) Base moment – column drift relations; (b) schematic illustration. 

 
 

3. FINITE ELEMENT MODEL DEVELOPMENT 
 
In order to investigate the effect of the ECB strength on the steel column seismic response, a detailed 
FE model is developed. The commercial finite element simulation program Abaqus (ABAQUS 2014) 
is used for this purpose. The FE model consists of a steel column and an ECB connection. Referring to 
Fig. 2a, a schematic illustration of the FE model is shown. For the steel column modeling, shell elements 
are adopted. Nonlinear kinematic and isotropic combined hardening, global and local geometric 
imperfections as well as residual stresses are introduced in the model. A detailed discussion regarding 
the steel column modeling including the model validation can be found in prior work by the authors 
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(Inamasu et al. 2017). For the ECB connection, the macroscopic response is condensed in a user-defined 
rotational spring element (UEL available in Abaqus) in which a hysteretic rule that mimics the ECB 
response is implemented by the authors. This hysteretic rule is illustrated in Fig. 2b. Its main 
characteristics are (1) a backbone curve, which is idealized with a basic tri-linear model, (2) the ECB 
hysteretic behavior is dominated by pinching, and (3) the unloading stiffness degrades based on the 
amount of the dissipated energy up to a particular loading excursion. In that sense, the ECB numerical 
model shares similar features with the one developed by Ibarra et al. (2005). The trilinear backbone 
curve is determined based on four quantities: the yield moment of the ECB, My,ECB, its maximum 
moment, Mmax,ECB, the elastic rotational stiffness of the ECB, βini, and a pre-capping plastic rotation of 
the ECB connection, θp,ECB (= θmax,ECB – θy,ECB) (see Fig.2b). The pinching response is controlled by two 
parameters: px and py. They define the ratios of the bilinear curve while exhibiting pinching in the 
horizontal and vertical axis, respectively. Both parameters range from 0 to 1. The unloading stiffness at 
step i, βun,i, is expressed by Eq. 1. It depends on the total dissipated energy up to the loading excursion 
i, ΣEECB,i, the total reference energy, EECB,total, and the initial elastic stiffness of the ECB, βini.  
 

𝛽𝑢𝑛,𝑖 =  (1 −
Σ𝐸𝐸𝐶𝐵,𝑖

𝐸𝐸𝐶𝐵,𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
) 𝛽𝑖𝑛𝑖 =  (1 −

Σ 𝐸𝐸𝐶𝐵,𝑖

𝜆𝐸𝐶𝐵 𝑀𝑦,𝐸𝐶𝐵𝜃𝑝,𝐸𝐶𝐵
)𝛽𝑖𝑛𝑖  (1) 

 
The total reference energy, EECB,total = λECB × My,ECB × θp,ECB. More details regarding these concepts can 
be found in Ibarra et al. (2005) and Lignos and Krawinkler (2011). 
 

 (a) (b) 
 

Figure 2. Steel column/ECB FE model: (a) Schematic illustration; and (b) Hysteretic model for 
ECB rotational spring. 

 
 

4. FE MODEL VALIDATION WITH FULL-SCALE TEST SPECIMENS 
 
The developed FE model for the steel column/ECB subassembly is validated in this section. The full-
scale tests shown in Fig. 1b are selected to validate the FE model. The steel column was sized to ensure 
that the inelastic behavior of the subassembly solely concentrates in the ECB connection, therefore the 
steel column remained elastic in this experiment (Grilli et al. 2017).  
The developed FE model is compared with the test results. In the UEL, the following parameters are 
used based on the test results reported in Grilli et al. (2017) and its assessment: My,ECB = 2600 kNm, 
Mmax,ECB = 3500 kNm, βini = 3.07 × 105 kNm/rad, θp,ECB = 1.28 %rad, λECB = 21.2, and px = 0.7, py = 0.05. 
Referring to Fig. 1a a comparison of the FE and test results is shown. The proposed model captures 
relatively well the overall behavior of the ECB connection including the unloading stiffness degradation.  
In fact, the pinching parameter, px is not constant based on the observed behavior in the test. Nonetheless, 
it was found that px is not sensitive to the hysteretic behavior in case that py is sufficiently low.  
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5. FE SIMULATION OF COLUMN WITH SEVERAL ECB CONNECTIONS 
 
The effect of the ECB connection strength on the overall column stability is investigated by varying 
only the ECB strength for one representative steel column. The selected steel column properties are 
summarized in Table 1. These are identical with Specimen C3 tested experimentally by Elkady and 
Lignos (2018). Referring to Table 1, Lb/ry is the member slenderness (Lb unbraced length; ry radius of 
gyration about weak-axis of the cross-section), P/Py is the applied axial load ratio (P: Applied axial load, 
and Py: the axial yield strength of the column), and EI/L is the flexural stiffness of the column member 
(E: Young’s modulus of steel material, I: the second moment of inertia about the cross-section’s strong 
axis, and L: column member length). The column top boundary condition considers the flexibility of the 
beam-column connection. The FE model was validated to simulate the seismic behavior of this specimen 
up to large lateral drift demands (Inamasu et al. 2017).  
 

Table 1. Selected column specimens for FE simulation and validation (Elkady and Lignos 2018). 
 

Specimen ID Cross-section Lb/ry
 P/Py 

Boundary conditions 
(Top-Bottom) 

EI/L 
(105 kNm/rad) 

C3 W24x146 (≈ HEB600) 51 20% Flexible - Fixed 0.923 

 
For this steel column, four cases are explored and summarized in Table 2. The elastic ECB case is 
considered as a reference. In the rest of the cases, the maximum ECB strength Mmax,ECB varies with 
respect to the maximum flexural strength of the steel column Mmax,col. In this paper, Mmax,col (=3095 kNm) 
is determined from the reference case (i.e., Elastic ECB). These cases represent the following scenarios: 
(1) Mmax,ECB is smaller than Mmax,col, (2) Mmax,ECB is larger than Mmax,col, and (3) Mmax,ECB is sufficiently 
larger than Mmax,col. The elastic stiffness of the ECB, βini, is assumed to be constant in all cases. The βini 
value (=3.38 × 105kNm/rad) is based on prior experimental work (Grilli et al. 2017). The effective yield 
moment of the ECB connection, My,ECB = 70% × Mmax,ECB (Grilli et al. 2017; Grilli and Kanvinde 2017). 
The pinching parameter, px = 0.2 is calibrated on the basis of a 2.0% referent story drift ratio 
(corresponds to a lateral drift amplitude of a design basis earthquake). 
 

Table 2. Summary of investigated cases. 
 

Case Condition Mmax,ECB / Mmax,col bini / (EI/L)  
Reference Elastic ECB - 3.66 

1 Mmax,ECB < Mmax,col 0.95 3.66 
2 Mmax,ECB > Mmax,col 1.02 3.66 
3 Mmax,ECB >> Mmax,col 1.34 3.66 

 
 

6. FINITE ELEMENT SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
Figures 3 and 4 show the base moment – column drift relation and the base moment – ECB rotation 
relation, respectively. The “Elastic” case refers to ECB connections with infinite flexural strength, i.e., 
the plastic deformation is solely concentrated in the column base. The base moment, Mbase, is directly 
extracted from the moment reaction at the column base in this case. Referring to Figure 3a, the column 
drift, θ, is defined as the lateral displacement at the column top over the actual column height (L’ = L-
δv, in which, L is the original column length and δv is the vertical displacement, if any). The ECB rotation, 
θECB, is the nodal rotation of the UEL spring representing the rotation within the ECB connection, if any. 
Referring to Figure 3b, in Case 1 (i.e., Mmax,ECB < Mmax,col), the steel column-ECB response is dominated 
by pinching because the inelastic deformation concentrates within the ECB connection. Referring to 
Figure 3c, in Case 2 (i.e., Mmax,ECB > Mmax,col), although there is slip, the hysteretic response of the 
column-ECB connection is similar to that of a column developing a plastic hinge near each bottom end. 
However, because damage is balanced the column strength degradation due to local buckling formation 
initiates after 3.0% column drift. Referring to Figure 3d, in Case 3 the Mmax,ECB  is sufficiently larger 
than the Mmax,col. Therefore, the hysteretic behavior of the steel column-ECB connection is nearly the 
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same with the reference case, indicating that the ECB inelastic behavior is negligible. It was also found 
that the attained maximum moment is not sensitive to the ECB strength as long as Mmax,ECB > Mmax,col. 
 

 (a)   (b) 

 (c)  (d) 
 

Figure 3. Base moment – column drift relations: (a) definitions of base moment and column drift; 
(b) Elastic vs Case 1; (c) Elastic vs Case 2; and (d) Elastic vs Case 3. 

 
The aforementioned observations are clearly illustrated in Figure 4 where the ECB moment (= base 
moment) – ECB rotation relations are shown. The extent of inelastic damage in the ECB connection is 
strongly dependent on the relation of the ECB flexural strength to column flexural strength ratio. The 
ECB strength effect on the overall steel column-ECB connection stability is more pronounced in Case 
2. 
Figure 5 shows a comparison of the axial shortening between the purely elastic case and Case 2. 
Referring to Figure 5b, the vertical displacement at the column top end is shown with respect to the 
column drift. In Case 2, the column axial shortening becomes negligible at 3.0% lateral drift demands 
(i.e., beyond the drift amplitude corresponding to a design basis earthquake). This implies that the 
formation of local buckling did not occur up to this drift demand. At a lateral drift of 4.0%, the axial 
shortening is reduced by more than 50% compared to the reference case. These results suggest that a 
balanced design of the steel column – ECB connection reduces the potential for column axial shortening.   
 

dv

Column drift, q = D / L’

Base moment, Mbase

L L’ = L - dv

Top moment, Mtop

ECB rotation, qECB

Elastic
Case 1

Elastic
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Elastic
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 (a)  (b) 

 (c)  (d) 
 

Figure 4. ECB moment – ECB rotation relations: (a) definitions of ECB moment and ECB rotation; 
(b) Elastic vs Case 1; (c) Elastic vs Case 2; and (d) Elastic vs Case 3. 

 
Referring to Figure 6, the total rotation is decomposed into the respective deformation components. The 
ECB rotation is the nodal rotation of the ECB spring, while the column rotation refers to the rotation 
due to the lateral deformation of the column including local buckling. The sum of these two components 
is equal to the total rotation. In Case 2 (Fig. 6b), due to the ECB inelastic contribution, the column 
rotation is less compared to the elastic case (Fig. 6a). This indicates that the plastic deformation demands 
of the steel column are reduced when the ECB is activated to yield during a seismic event. This results 
in a delay of the formation of column local buckling near the column base.  
 

(a) 
 (b) 

 
Figure 5. Comparisons of column axial shortening between ‘Elastic case’ and ‘Case 2’: (a) 
deformed shape at the column bottom; and (b) vertical displacement – column drift relation. 
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 (a)  (b) 
 

Figure 6. Contributions of each component to the total rotation: (a) Elastic case; and (b) Case 2 
 
Past research (Elkady and Lignos 2017; MacRae et al. 2009) suggests that the column axial shortening 
can be expressed as a function of the cumulative plastic rotation of the column, the gravity-induced axial 
load ratio, and the web local slenderness ratio. To further assess the column axial shortening, its 
cumulative plastic rotation is computed for the given loading history. Column axial shortening is mainly 
attributed to local buckling forming near the column bottom end, the cumulative plastic rotation of the 
column bottom hinge is computed. The column bottom hinge rotation, θb,hinge, is calculated to be equal 
to the total rotation (θ) minus the ECB rotation (θECB) and the elastic deformation of the column, R, 
which is estimated as follows, 
 

𝑅 =  
2𝑀𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒−𝑀𝑡𝑜𝑝

6𝐸𝐼 𝐿⁄
+

𝑉

𝐴𝑤𝐺
 (2) 

 
in which, the first term in Eq. (2) is the flexural deformation of the column (Mtop is the moment reaction 
at the column top); and the second term is the shear deformation of the column (V is the shear force of 

the column, Aw is the web cross-sectional area of the column, and G is the shear modulus of the steel material). 
Both the Mbase and Mtop are considered as positive for clockwise rotations. This approach is adopted 
herein for qualitative comparisons. Figure 7 compares the base moment – column drift relation and base 
moment – column bottom hinge rotation relations. In the latter (Fig.7b), during the loading in the elastic 
range, the line is almost vertical verifying that the hinge rotation is the plastic rotation. 
 

 
Figure 8a shows the cumulative plastic hinge rotation – column drift relation at the column’s bottom 
end. The cumulative plastic rotation in Case 2 is smaller than the code-based design (i.e., elastic ECB 
connection) regardless of the drift amplitude of interest. For instance, at a lateral drift demand of 4.0%, 
the cumulative plastic rotation is reduced by 50% because of the inelastic contribution of the ECB 

Column rotation

Total (= Column drift)

ECB rotation

Column rotation

Total (= Column drift)

ECB rotation

 (a)  (b) 

 

Figure. 7 Conversion of the horizontal axis: (a) horizontal axis: column drift, θ; and (b) horizontal axis: 

column bottom hinge rotation, θb,hinge [= θ – θECB – (2Mbase – Mtop)/(6EI/L) – V/(AwG)]. 

Elastic
Case 2

Elastic
Case 2
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connection to the overall behavior of the steel column-ECB connection subassembly. Referring to 
Figure 8b, the vertical displacement – column drift relations are compared between the reference elastic 
case and Case 2. This figure suggests that regardless of the ECB connection behavior, the amount of 
column axial shortening can be expressed as a function of the cumulative plastic rotation of a steel 
column with a given cross-section and a given gravity-induced axial load ratio.  
 

 
 

7. CONCLUSIONS 
 
This paper investigated the influence of the column base strength on the residual axial deformation of 
first story interior wide flange columns in steel moment-resisting frames. A detailed finite element 
model was developed for this purpose in which the hysteretic behavior of the embedded column base 
(ECB) connection is lumped in a rotational spring element. A representative steel column [W24x146 (≈ 
HEB600)] is analyzed in which, three ECB flexural strength/column flexural strength ratios are 
investigated. The steel column response with a dissipative ECB connection was compared with the 
reference response that is obtained from the steel column with elastic ECB connection, which in concept 
reflects the current code-based design approach as per (AIJ 2012; AISC 2016). The main findings are 
summarized as follows, 
 

1. The maximum moment capacity of the ECB connection should be larger than the maximum 
moment that the steel column can attain in order to avoid the undesired pinching response due 
to plastic deformation concentration in ECBs. The ECB strength effect is most pronounced 
when the maximum moment capacity of the ECB connection is slightly larger than the 
maximum moment capacity of the steel column. 

2. Column residual axial shortening is substantially reduced when the ECB connection acts as a 
dissipative link during cyclic loading. Even at a 3.0% drift amplitude (i.e., beyond the drift 
amplitude corresponding to the design basis earthquake), the residual axial shortening was 
almost negligible because local buckling near the column bottom end did not occur. 
Furthermore, at 4.0% column drift (i.e., corresponding to a drift amplitude similar to a seismic 
event with a 2% probability of exceedance), the residual axial shortening is reduced by 50% 
compared to the steel column with elastic ECBs. This is attributed to the delay of the local 
buckling formation and its subsequent progression. 

3. When the hysteretic energy dissipation is balanced between the steel column and the ECB 
connection, the plastic deformation due to local buckling of the column bottom end was 
effectively reduced. At a reference 4.0% column drift, the reduction in the cumulative plastic 
column hinge rotation was 50%. 

 
 

 (a)  (b) 

 

Figure. 8 Results evaluation by the cumulative plastic bottom hinge rotation: (a) cumulative plastic 

rotation– column drift relation and (b) Vertical displacement – cumulative plastic rotation relation. 

Elastic
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Elastic
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